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INTRODUCTION

IMPORTANCE OF ILIUM IN BIPEDALISM

The human pelvis is uniquely adapted for bipedal walking, and the shape of the ilium plays an important role in locomotion.

Shape changes to the human ilium during growth and development reflect biomechanical adaptations.

Australopithecus africanaus from South Africa walked bipedally around 3 million years ago, but their ilia have some shape attributes similar to both humans and non-human apes.

ILIUM GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Understanding the growth patterns of early human ancestors can aid in determining how those ancestors were using their bodies.

HYPOTHESIS

- Australopithecus africanaus follows the same pattern of iliac growth as humans.

METHODOLOGY

DATASET

We established a dataset of 40 individuals in various stages of development from infancy to adulthood. We performed the same process on fossil Australopithecus ilia.

LANDMARKING

Viewbox 4 was used to collect 148 3D landmark coordinates for each individual.

RESULTS

We obtained a 3D growth trajectory with a principal component analysis (PCA), characterizing shape differences among human ilia that were caused by growth.

Using a linear regression model based on the PCA, we were able to “grow” ilia into later stages. Using this growth trajectory, we “grew” stage 3 fossils into stage 5, creating simulated adults compare to the fossil adult Australopithecus ilia STS 14.


Fig 2. Comparison of human and fossil ilia. Top: Human Ilia stage 3 (blue) and stage 5 (green). Bottom: Australopithecus africanaus stage 3 ilia (MLD 25 and MLD 7) and stage 5 reconstructed ilia (STS 14).

Fig 3. Ilium Size and Age. As age increases into adulthood, so does size. Triangles represent the 3 fossils (MLD 7, MLD 25, and adult STS 14) in the dataset.

Fig 4. Ilium Shape. PC1 correlates with both size (geometric mean) and stage, and so represents growth. Notice the difference between the humans (circles) and the fossils (triangles).

Fig 5. Procrustes distances (shape difference) between stage 3 human ilia “grown” to Stage 5 and the average stage 5 human ilia configuration. The blue lines represent Procrustes distances between Stage 3 Australopithecus ilia “grown” to stage 5 and the actual stage 5 Australopithecus STS 14.

CONCLUSIONS

MLD 7 grown into an adult fell within the human models’ margin of error, suggesting that it may have the same pattern of iliac growth as humans. The grown MLD 25 did not, and had a larger shape difference than any of the human ilia. This could be due to:

- Different growth patterns between species
- STS 14 may not be a good representative of the species

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

- Add more fossils to the dataset (STW 431)
- Apply method to more questions
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